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Two brothers, swallowed by a whale, lament 
the loneliness they suffer in the belly of the 
beast. A man is transformed into a beam of 
light; another travels through time whenever 
he falls asleep. Teenage girls prepare for an 
indistinct apocalypse; a schoolboy dissolves 
into a throng of toads; and intimate 
relationships are twisted out of shape by 
plagues of worms, by parasites, by the 
presence of mindbending, inhuman forces. 

Across sixteen remarkable stories, Dana Diehl 
wanders the dreamscapes that unfold from 
those moments when everyday lives are 
warped by otherworldly experiences. Her 
journeys lead to places where the fabric of 
reality has frayed — where familiar things 
take on unsettling new meanings and 
menacing energies gather strength beyond 
the limits of the visible. 

 
 

Dana Diehl is the author of Our Dreams Might Align. She holds a BA in Creative Writing 
from Susquehanna University and an MFA from Arizona State University, and her work has 
appeared in numerous venues including Smokelong Quarterly, SunDog Lit, The Collagist, 
and Necessary Fiction. She tweets at @ServesToFurther and lives in Tucson, Arizona. 

 
 

Splice is a small press, online review, and yearly anthology based in Birmingham, England. 
We publish adventurous, unconventional short fiction, reviews of new books by independent 
publishers, interviews with literary translators, and much more. For more information, and to 
order Our Dreams Might Align, visit www.ThisIsSplice.co.uk or email ThisIsSplice@gmail.com.  

 
 

 



 
 

Praise for Dana Diehl 
 

Dana Diehl is a scientist. Her stories run the gamut of scientific inquiry: biology, 
ecology, zoology, anatomy, astronomy, and geology all make cameos in Our 
Dreams Might Align. Whether through worms or wormholes, Diehl’s characters 
are experimenting, as is she. … [But often] what starts with a wry wink ends with a 
gut punch. Diehl’s stories may roam the stars and delve into the microcosms all 
around us, but they always land in the human heart. 

Rachel Richardson, Necessary Fiction 
 
 
In Dana Diehl’s début collection, a dazzling panoply of characters takes risks and 
makes choices in a more-than-humanly scaled universe. With poetic exactitude 
and exceptional scientific vision, Diehl brilliantly evokes geologic time, the 
migration of whales, space exploration, post-prison life, baby Komodo dragons, 
snakes, and the subtle laws of physics, arranging these, helix-like, around a human 
instinct for hope, illumined, and sometimes faulted, by love. 

Melissa Pritchard, author of A Solemn Pleasure 
 
 
Diehl’s breathtaking stories explore both the natural world and the human heart 
with a scientist’s passionate inquiry and a poet’s exquisite precision. Our Dreams 
Might Align is a gorgeous collection that illuminates deep oceans and deep space, 
the amorous bite of a cobra rattler, and our profound desire to love and be loved. 

Tara Ison, author of Ball 
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